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In yesterdays article, we had indicated that this year in May, President Sarkozy had
prevented the adoption of a draft law in the French Senate which foresaw the punishment
of the denial of the Armenian genocide allegations, but that around five months later, had
changed his stance based on a single event. This event is the Socialists obtaining the
majority in the Senate during the by-elections held on 25 September 2010. Moreover,
François Hollande, the former general secretary of the Socialist Party who had declared
his candidacy for the Presidential elections (has now become an official candidate), stated
that he will call upon the draft law to be readdressed if elected. President Sarkozy, falling
into a difficult situation with this development, has suddenly changed his stance and has
visited Armenia only a week later with the excuse that he was paying a return-visit since
President Sarkisyan had made an official visit to France at the end of September. During
his visit, Sarkozy has declared that he will call on Turkey to recognize the Armenian
genocide allegations if not, he will support the draft law foreseeing the punishment of the
denial of the genocide allegations. This way, he has tried to counteract the Socialists.
Sarkozy has continued to utilize Armenias card on this issue at later dates. Within this
framework, upon his suggestion, with a lame excuse to attend the 20th Congress of the
European Peoples Party on December 7, President Sarkisyan has visited France (Marseille)
again and in a speech delivered to the Armenians there, has stated I would like to assure
my compatriots that the recent visit of President Nicolas Sarkozy to Yerevan was a historic
visit indeed, and no other state leader have spoken the words about our nations pains,
related to the Armenian-Turkish relations and the Genocide, and we should be grateful to
the wise President of this glorious country. This way, he has implied that French
Armenians votes should be given to Sarkozy. The direct result of this give and take
between France and Armenia is that the draft law, previously submitted to the French
National Assembly foreseeing the punishment of the denial of the genocide allegations, is
supported by President Sarkozy and most likely, will be adopted tomorrow. Thus,
President Sarkozy will gain an extra point against the Socialists in the Presidential
elections. For France, the weak side of this calculation will be to lose Turkey while winning
over the Armenians. However, it could be seen that President Sarkozy has no such worry
and even if he does, does not put much consideration into it at the moment. The reason
for this could be the thought that since many disagreements with Turkey already exists,
especially concerning membership of the European Union, another one will not make
much of a difference. Moreover, President Sarkozy could have remembered that there
have been many reactions in Turkey particularly against the law of 2001, but despite
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mentioning retorsions, including suspending trade with France, boycotting French
products and ending French education, no visible measure has been taken, perhaps with
the exception of not including France in some military tenders, and relations between the
two countries have continued at its normal course after some time. Despite the warnings
of the Turkish Parliamentary Group, still present in France, that the adoption of the bill
could create severe consequences, it is possible that President Sarkozy and his supporters
do not give much importance to Turkeys reactions since they believe that this issue, if not
forgotten, will eventually lose significance on Turkeys much loaded agenda. On the other
hand, there is also the possibility that Turkeys reactions will tried to be alleviated with the
presumptions that it is not enough for only the National Assembly to adopt the bill, for it
to become a law it must also be adopted by the Senate and that it will not be easy to gain
the Senates approval.
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